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 Dalet is a music player that allows you to play your own music, as well as grab music from other sources such as Soundcloud and YouTube. The player works offline, and features features such as skipping tracks, the ability to load playlists, and automatic station selection based on your favorite songs. Moblie Textr is an app that allows you to send short messages to your friends without a mobile
number. Textr works offline, and you can send free text messages to any friend in your address book. Open Source Code Another big problem for developers is that there are a lot of unsolved problems in the field of connectivity. There are dozens of projects trying to solve such problems, and Open Source Code is one of them. It is an online tool that helps you find and view open source software, and
help you get involved in their projects. Analyser tool to edit a video Video editing is a problem that has been unresolved for ages. There are several tools in the market that offer the ability to edit video, but they are very expensive and need to be installed. There is no easy solution for this problem yet. Hyperic is an alternative to the mainstream video editing tools that allow you to share and edit videos
on Youtube, Vimeo, and any other video service. Hyperic offers features such as the ability to preview, record, and tag videos, edit audio and video, add transitions, share your projects, and even clone videos. Quick Image to Video Often, people don't like to upload their photographs to online platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, and Google. This is why they take photos in more private applications

like Snap or Instagram, and save them in their hard drives. The problem is that if you want to share your photos with your friends, you need a web application to convert them in video format. OneShot is an online tool that allows you to edit and convert your photographs into videos. You can convert your RAW or JPG photos into various formats such as MP4, MOV, GIF, and FLV. Vue.js is an MVC-
based JavaScript framework that offers a simple and powerful way to build web apps. It is known for its performance, and is an excellent tool for building APIs, single-page applications, and frameworks. If you are interested in tools for video editing 82157476af
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